Can life goals be unachievable?
The goal is something that makes a human work on personal realization and leaves no
possibility to give up. Goals in life spark human’s heart and soul, fill him with optimism
and hopes for the better. A man with strong wish to reach his goal will find hundreds of
possibilities to do it, but the lazy one will definitely create thousands of reasons for doing
nothing. Some people prefer avoiding impressive aims, as they are unreachable in their
opinion. Is it really so or it is just necessary to make more efforts to achieve something
unachievable?
Really, there are no goals that can’t be reached. A person, who is overwhelmed by idea,
can move mountains. He continues his way even if meets difficulties and when his luck
is bad. He doesn’t see any obstacles; he sees possibilities and opportunities of reaching
his goal. There is the quotation of Leonardo da Vinci that goes as following: “The one
who skywards, doesn’t turn around”. We meet such people in the novel “The
Mysterious Island” by Jules Verne.
A small group of people finds itself on uninhabited island among the ocean. Even in
such a difficult situation the men don’t give up in despair. Under auspices of Cyrus
Smith they start turning the uninhabited island into a good place for living. Beginning
with nothing, with the course of time they create a waterline, a telegraph, grown corn,
build houses, go hunting etc. All the efforts they have done together give them the
possibility to build a ship that takes them back home. Even after all the obstacles they
come back home! One would think it was an unreachable goal but the heroes proved
the different!
So, as a consequence it can be said that there are no unachievable goals. There is a
lack of desire to do something and laziness. Everything can be reached and achieved
but some of the goals just need more efforts to be done. If you want something – just do
it!

